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Vision

To be an innovative and leading provider of Telecommunication Network Services
and Green Renewable Energy.

With vast experience in managing full turnkey telecommunications projects, we offer
end-to-end services in this business.
We are also owners of rooftop structures and tower spaces which allow us to lease these
facilities to multiple network operators.
There is little doubt that we can be your top choice as a partner to facilitate and grow your
business.

Mission
Exceeding customer expectations through timely delivery of our value added
solutions and services.

The profile that you will be reading is specifically-designed to furnish you with a brief insight
into how our company, the OCK Group works and how it can be an integral partner for your
company to achieve the goals that you set for the future.

A Wealth of Experience, A Wealth of Expertise.
Welcome to OCK
We are a company that is your choice partner for Telecommunication tower and service provider.
Being a regional player for at least 18 years, we bring to our clients a wide array of clear advantages
that is not available elsewhere in South-East Asia. We are the only company that provide a wide
range of services from the ground to the last mile of consumer telecommunications needs.
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YM SYED HAZRAIN
BIN SYED RAZLAN
JAMALULLAIL
Independent
Non-Executive Director

REAR ADMIRAL (R)
DATO’ MOHD SOM
BIN IBRAHIM
Non Independent and
Non-Executive Director
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ABDUL HAMID
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DATO’ INDERA SYED
NORULZAMAN BIN
SYED KAMARULZAMAN
Senior Independent
Non-Executive Chairman

LOW HOCK KEONG
Executive Director

CHONG WAI YEW
Executive Director
CHANG TAN CHIN
Executive Director

OOI CHIN KHOON
Group Managing Director

MAHATHIR BIN
MAHZAN
Independent
Non-Executive Director
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THE TOWER

THE TELECOMMUNICATION FULL

We’re a Tower Company that Offers a Marked Difference.

We’re the Largest Telecommunication Full Turnkey Service Provider in Malaysia.

BUSINESS

Beginning from our home base of Malaysia, our
telecommunication network service business now
has a far-reaching footprint that stretches
throughout the region and more – having
established a strong presence in Myanmar,
Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia and China.
Leveraging on our expertise in full turnkey
services, we expanded into the business of
building telecommunication towers leased to
telecommunication operators. In this segment of
our business, we have penetrated markets in
Vietnam and Myanmar apart from establishing
ourselves in Malaysia.
One of our main services is the provision of passive
telecommunication infrastructure and tower space
to multiple telecommunication network operators.
It is our contribution to the culture of tower sharing
and this business model enables all parties to enjoy
savings in both capital and operational expenditure.
At the end of year 2018, our Malaysian business
operations
owns
more
than
300
telecommunication tower sites.
OCK holds a Network Facility Service (NFS) licence from the Ministry of Communication and
Information Technology of Myanmar which allows OCK to operate Tower Leasing License. In
Myanmar, OCK has ongoing engagements with all major Telecommunication Operators in
Myanmar. We have signed a long term Master Leasing Agreement (MLA) for both build-to-suit
and co-location sites. As at end of 2018, the OCK Group owns and operates more than 900
telecommunication tower sites throughout Myanmar.
In Vietnam, OCK is the largest independent telecommunication tower company. As at end of
2018, the company through our subsidiary company, Southeast Asia Telecommunication
Holding Pte. Ltd. ("SEATH"), owns more than 2,500 tower sites throughout Vietnam.

TURNKEY BUSINESS

The greatest advantage that clients obtain when engaging us to be their contractor in the
telecommunication business is that we are nothing less than a full turnkey service provider. This
means OCK is not only a company that manages the operations but is a one-stop provider that
covers the provision of end-to-end services. Clients who work with us do not need to source for
upstream or downstream vendors or providers for every facet of their projects. All you need is
just ONE company that can take care of the full scope of what the project requires.
Our end-to-end solutions are as follows:
• Tower Sites Construction Full Turnkey Service to Cellular Operators (CellCo)
• Telecommunication Equipment Installation, Testing and Commission Services to Technology
Vendors
• Radio Network Planning and Optimisation Services to CellCo and Technology Vendors
• Outside Plant (OSP) Fiber-Optic turnkey services such as:
- Right of way permit
- Installation of fibre-optic cables
- Maintenance

THE TELECOMMUNICATION

MANAGED SERVICES BUSINESS
We’re the Largest Telecommunication Managed Service Provider
in Malaysia and Indonesia.
Network Management Expertise
The company through its Managed Services framework manages and maintains
telecommunication networks for various clients at more than 30,000 sites in Malaysia &
Indonesia. Maintaining and troubleshooting critical network elements, we provide
round-the-clock routine and corrective maintenance services.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Trouble report handling and reporting
Corrective maintenance for system breakdowns and the resolution of network issues
Planned preventive maintenance to avoid breakdowns and ensure system health
When wear and tear of equipment & spare parts, we maintain inventory management.
Practise keeping logs for easy future reference
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THE OTHER

BUSINESSES

Trading of Telecommunication Network Products

The Group also is a supplier of telecommunication installation materials.
As a provider of technology in this field, we assist in the upstream activities such as design and
planning for our customers. Among the services offered are:

Supply of RF
Antenna,
Cable and
Components

Design and
Supply of
Indoor/
Outdoor
Cabinet

FIRadome
Telco
Camouflage
Material

Rectifier
and Cell
Site
Battery

Telco
ACDB

Cell Site
Infrastructure
Design

Mechanical & Electrical (M&E) Services
We are still very much in the engagement of our business of Mechanical and Electrical
(M&E) services as this is the roots of the OCK Group.
As a choice vendor for hospitals, commercial and residential high-rise buildings, factories,
airports and hotels, we provide Civil & M&E contracting and maintenance services that
include innovative design and site management.
The services include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High tension (33/11 KV substations) electrical
High tension and low voltage overhead-line services
Low voltage electrical services
Extra low voltage electrical services
External street lighting services
External & internal telephone services
Air-conditioning and mechanical ventilation systems
Firefighting and protection systems
Plumbing and sanitary services
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Renewable Green Energy
In the Renewable Green Energy business, we started as an Engineering, Procurement and
Construction ("EPC") contractor. This means we are equipped with the expertise to provide
full turnkey solutions for solar photovoltaic (“PV”) farms. In this area, we offer Viability
Studies, Project Development, Engineering and Construction services. Our signature EPC
project was the 10Mw KLIA Open Car Park Solar Farm.

REASONS TO BELIEVE

OCK

Year-On-Year Growth
Of all the reasons to engage a partner in any business, a good yardstick would be to look at
the company’s financial performance.
OCK is proud to share the fact that the company has seen steady year-on-year growth for
at least the last 7 years and achieved 7 year CAGR of 27% in Revenue and 31% in Profit After
Tax . This trend does not look like it will change for a long time to come. This boils down to
the way we do business and management of our resources.
OCK started out as a small operation and has learned the value of our assets and
stakeholders. Treating all with the respect that they deserve and sound financial and good
practices brought us to this juncture of our journey in very good shape.

Regional Presence in the Tower Business
To the uninitiated, being a company with a presence in many countries may not seem like a
clear advantage over others.

Solar Energy
An invaluable experience gained as an EPC contractor is becoming a provider of financial
assistance to licence holders to construct rooftop and small ground-level solar farms.
Currently, we have 11 solar farms with an aggregate power production of 5.9 Mw.

In the case of OCK’s regional presence in the ASEAN area, we can proudly highlight the fact
that we are the only regional, multi-company concern. In every country we start a business
in, we enter the fray with a full, turnkey service offering. This means that we start from the
ground up – establishing ties with local authorities, sourcing suitable sites, build the required
telecommunications infrastructure and manage the services.
We can do all the above as we have come from our origins as a contractor and have evolved
to be a multi-service conglomerate.
Driving Network Solutions
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We are Independent, not Dependent on a Large Conglomerate
OCK is a perfect fit for countries that are in the process of building their telecommunications
infrastructure. Vietnam and Myanmar come to mind and indeed we have made huge inroads
in those nations while impacting not only the way they communicate but also how their
economy grows.
The fact that we are an independent tower company makes a difference for the markets that
we enter. Instead of merely acquiring companies that subsequently become local partners or
subsidiaries, we go into the countries with the intention to build the communication setup
from scratch together with the local partners.

Roots as a Contractor with Sound Technical Grounding and Expertise
As we go into the regional countries to help grow the telecommunications options, we are seen
as a ‘hands-on’ crew that does not cut corners but builds the infrastructure step-by-step,
adhering to procedures – but most of all – operates with sound technical know-how and vast
experience. This is indeed a value that all investors of host countries can expect to enjoy from
their investment on OCK as a partner.
Another clear advantage of OCK’s regional presence is the speed and cost-effective movement
of resources. Once an agreement is achieved for work to start in a new location anywhere in the
ASEAN region, it is relatively easy for the Group to mobilize resources (funds, setting up crew
and equipment, etc.) to start paving the way for the building of a new facility and
telecommunications infrastructure. We have this edge because of the experience of setting up
in a new country and familiarity with the local authorities, contractors, vendors and laws.
Moving resources to other locations is also done with minimal restrictions as our experience has
prepared us well for these manoeuvres or procedures.
This is why many clients in these countries prefer to work with us – for the efficacy, efficiency
and competitive costing.

‘Investing’ in these nations is much more that merely building towers and starting up the
telecommunications infrastructure there. It is evident that as a full-service turnkey
telecommunications services provider, OCK brings a full, end-to-end package that will not
only bring telecommunications enjoyment to the people, but also perpetuate its growth in
that country.
It does not stop there. OCK’s involvement also opens up opportunities for local contractors in
construction and other industries to find new life in their field of work and business. Besides the
proverbial ‘transfer of technology’, OCK in effect helps to plant the ‘seed’ for these local
companies to learn and develop new technologies and markets.
Whole ‘ecosystems’ of stakeholders benefit from OCK’s foray into these nations.
Akin to what people term the ‘domino effect’, local populations (and their government) benefit
not only from the economic standpoint, but also socially as standard of living goes up with the
growth of affluence.

Financial Support Facilitates Upsizing of Company
Over the decades, OCK has made a good reputation in the marketplace – as a responsible
and prudent corporate citizen, made it into the good books of financial institutions.
As a company listed in the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange, the company has carved out a
reputation of stability and continuity. With the regional side of the business taking centre
stage, investment forays into overseas markets outside of Malaysia constantly requires
funding.
Whenever the need to support investments in the overseas markets – OCK has a very good
relationship with regional financial institutions where the latter need not need much
convincing to extend funding to the company.

Brings Social/Business/Technological Benefits to Countries We Enter
OCK has in its history, garnered and developed expertise, experience and good practices in the
telecommunications services industry in its home base of Malaysia in an environment of relative
political and economic stability.
It is this vast stable of know-how that the company can offer so much to help build lesser
developed neighbours in the region such as in Myanmar and Vietnam.
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2000

OCK Setia Engineering Sdn. Bhd. was established

2004

Rights Issue of 1 right share for every 2 existing
shares, 1 free detachable warrants for every 1
right share subscribed

2005

Awarded a radio network optimisation contract by
Huawei to optimise Celcom and U Mobile's network

Secured 920 telecommunications
contract from Telenor Myanmar

2006

Awarded a radio equipment modernisation contract
by Huawei to modernise Celcom's 3G network

Relocation of New Office to Glenmarie Shah
Alam HQ

Awarded a network deployment contract by DiGi
Awarded a turnkey network deployment contract by
U Mobile

2007

Awarded an IBC contract by Maxis
Awarded a field maintenance contract by NSN and
Alcatel-Lucent to maintain Celcom's 3G radio base
station and radio microwave equipment

Awarded a radio equipment swap contract by ZTE to
upgrade DiGi's old equipment
Awarded a microwave links and related equipment
installation services contract by SIAE
Awarded a design, construction, implementation and
consolidation of sites contract by DiGi and Celcom

Awarded a managed service contract by Ericsson to
maintain U Mobile's civil, M&E infrastructure, 3G radio
base station and radio microwave equipment

Awarded Network Facilities Provider (NFP) license
from MCMC to be a Tower leasing Company

Awarded Celcom's 3G swap contract by Alcatel-Lucent
involving the replacement of old generation equipment
with new 3G equipment

Listed on the ACE MARKET of Bursa Malaysia
Securities Berhad on the 17th July

2008

Awarded a WiMAX network deployment contract by
Alcatel-Lucent
Awarded a radio and microwave equipment installation,
testing and commissioning contract by ZTE
Awarded a installation, testing and commissioning of
radio microwave equipment and project management
contract by NEC for DiGi

2009

MILESTONES

2015

Massive Connection was granted MSC status
by MDEC

Awarded a radio network optimisation contract by
Huawei to optimise DiGi's network

Registered as Approved Service Provider (ASP) with
Ericsson and Alcatel-Lucent

CORPORATE

2011

Awarded a turnkey WiMAX network deployment
contract by Millercom Sdn Bhd, a wholly own subsidiary
of P1

2012

Announced first interim dividend of RM0.005 on the
18th September
Acquired 51% equity of Smartbean Systems Sdn. Bhd.
on the 23rd October
Awarded FIRST PRIZE at the 2012 Nanyang Golden Bull
Award
3QFY2012 the Group record breaking revenue of
RM102 millions with an unaudited net profit of RM10 Mil

2013

Awarded a turnkey network deployment contract by
Huawei, Ericsson and Alcatel-Lucent

Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera ("LTAT") emerged
as substantial shareholders with more than 15% stake

Awarded a contract for installation, testing and
commissioning for optical SDH and DWDM equipment
by Alcatel-Lucent

Launch of RM 150 million SUKUK Programme for the
expansion plan in the Telecommunication Network
Services

Awarded a contract for installation, testing and
commissioning of WiMAX equipment by ZTE

Emerged as RHB's Top 5 Malaysia Small Cap Jewels

2010

Private placement of 20% paid up share capital

Awarded a WiMAX network deployment contract by
YTL
Awarded an implementation contract by Huawei for
Maxis's NGBB
Awarded a radio network optimisation contract by
Alcatel-Lucent to optimise Celcom's 3G network

2014

Bonus Issue of 176,053,636 new shares on 1 for 2 basis
Completed 85% acquisition of
Telecommunications, Indonesia

PT

Putra

Mulia

towers

2016

Obtained NFP license Malaysia for OCK Telco
Infra Sdn Bhd
Completed 10% private placement
Acquired Southeast Asia Telecommunications
Holding Pte Ltd ("SEATH")

2017

Completion of the SPA for the 100% equity
interest in Southeast Asia Telecommunications
Holdings Pte. Ltd. ("SEATH")
Signed Master Lease Agreement with Mytel
and MPT for colocation and new build site
Announced first interim single tier dividend of
1.0 sen per share on the 31st December

2018

Entered into a MoU with ISOC Infrastructures,
INS., (ISOC) to pursue tower business
opportunities in the Philippines
OCK Setia Engineering Sdn. Bhd. formed a
joint venture company with OCK Digital Infra
(Sarawak) Sdn. Bhd. to pursue tower business
opportunities in Sarawak
Owns more than 3,800 telecommunication
sites across Malaysia, Myanmar and Vietnam
Secure built-to-suit and co-location contracts
with all four Mobile Network Operators in
Myanmar
Participate in the telecommunication industry
in Nepal
Participate in regional telecommunication
forums and conferences, keeping the Group up
to date with the latest information and
technology that is being used in the market

Transfer of listing from the ACE Market to the Main
Market of Bursa Malaysia Securities Bhd
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ACCOLADES
2007
• Winner of the Golden Bull Award 2007, The 5th
Malaysia's 100 Outstanding SMEs
2008
• Received Quality Management System ISO
9001:2000 certification from SIRIM QAS and IQNet
for supply and installation of telecommunications,
mechanical and electrical systems and provision of
related civil engineering works
2009
• Winner of the Golden Bull Award 2009, The 7th
Malaysia's 100 Outstanding SMEs
• ZTE Malaysia's Best Partner Award
• Huawei's Core Best Partner for South Pacific Region
Award to Delicom
2010
• Winner of the Golden Bull Award 2010, The 8th
Malaysia's 100 Outstanding SMEs
• Huawei Malaysia's Best Partner Award
• ZTE Malaysia's Best Partner Award

2014
• Transferred to Main Market Bursa Malaysia
• Rosenberger Excellent Partner Award
• RHB Top 5 Malaysia Small Cap Jewel
2015
• Ernst & Young Technology Entrepreneur Award
(Nomination)
2016
• Huawei's Collaboration & Development Award
to Delicom
2017
• Asia Success Inc. Group - Asia Most Impactful
Service Award 2017
2018
• Bestowed the CIMB - Sin Chew Regional
Excellence Award by Sin Chew Business
Excellence Award 2018
• Mr. Ooi Chin Khoon was presented the Best
CEO Award by Focus Malaysia Best Under
Billion Awards

2011
• Winner of the Golden Bull Award 2011, as one of
Malaysia's 100 Outstanding SMEs
2012
• Rosenberger Excellent Partner Award
• Listed on KLSE
• First Prize Winner of the Golden Bull Award 2012
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CLIENTS

OCK ACROSS

THE REGION
MALAYSIA

China Office

OCK Setia Engineering Sdn Bhd
No 18 Jalan Jurunilai U1/20, Seksyen U1,
Hicom Glenmarie Industrial Park,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia
+603 -5565 9688
+603 -5565 9699

Fuzhou 1-Net Solution Co. Ltd.
No. 12, 19th Floor, Building C4#,
Wanda Plaza Zone C,
Pushang Avenue No. 216, Jinshan Road,
Changshan District Fuzhou City,
People Republic of China
+(6088) 733-390

EI Power Technologies Sdn. Bhd.
No.2, Jalan Anggerik Mokara 31/49,
Kota Kemuning, 40460 Shah Alam,
Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
+603 – 5122 9908
+603 - 5122 8908

Indonesia Office

Milab Marketing Sdn. Bhd
No 18 Jalan Jurunilai U1/20, Seksyen U1,
Hicom Glenmarie Industrial Park,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor Darul Ehsan,
Malaysia
+603 -5565 9688
+603 -5565 9699

Cambodia Office
OCK Phnom Penh Pte. Ltd.
No. 35B, St. 456,
Sangkat Toul Tom Poung 2, Khan
Chamkarmorn, Phnom Penh,
Kingdom of Cambodia

Myanmar Office
OCK Yangon Private Limited
Unit 7003, 5th Floor, Pyay Garden Office
Tower, Pyay road, Sanchaung Township,
Yangon, Myanmar

PT Putra Mulia Telecommunication
Prata Jasa Office Tower, 18th floor,
Room 1811, Jalan Jend Gatot Subroto,
Kav 32-34, Jakarta 12950, Indonesia
+(62) 2152901170
www.pmt.co.id

Thailand Office
OCK Steadcom (Thailand) Co. Ltd.
10/173 Room no.2104E, 21st Floor,
The Trendy Building,
Soi. Sukhumvit 13 (Sangchan),
Klongtoey-Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok, 10110
+(66) 21687216

Vietnam Office
SEATH Group
9th floor, 412 Nguyen Thi Minh Khai,
Ward 5, District 3, Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam
+(84) 913115729
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OCK Group Berhad (955915-M)

No. 18, Jalan Jurunilai U1/20, Seksyen U1,
Hicom Glenmarie Industrial Park,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +(603) 5565-9688
Fax : +(603) 5565-9699
Email: enquiry@myock.com

www.ock.com.my

